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This company prospectus is designed to give you an understanding of the iPassport
Ltd company and to introduce you to the solutions we offer. If you require more
information on these individual services please visit their respective websites which
can be found in this booklet.
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Our History

The history
behind the
company
The concept was originally conceived early 2017
following a conversation between our founders
about the frustrating experience of shopping and
entertainment. The focus soon turned in to a deeper
discussion regarding physical documentation,
questioning whether it was needed in today’s digital
climate.
We soon formalised a team to realise the idea and
following 2 years of intense research and development,
the first version of Stashd was officially released. The
service allows individuals to save digital representations
of documents issued by an organisation, in our safe
and secure cloud storage, yet is easily accessible
using a variety of fast and efficient methods including
biometrics. Best yet is that you control who has access
to your data and can delete what you like at any time.
Whilst we had intended to launch with entertainment
venues, the reason for building this service, we soon
gained interest from many other sectors for a variety
of different uses. We decided to focus on three main
sectors; travel, finance and retail.
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"I joined because Mark came to me to
explain the ideas behind iPassport.
I fell in love with the solution and I
knew that I could let my creativity
run and help to build the brand into
one of the biggest players in the
information service industry."
- Joshua Noon

January 2017
Concept convieved

November 2017
Alpha testing completed

February 2018
IPASSPORT LTD incorporated

March 2018
Beta testing completed

April 2018
RC1 released to partners

July 2018
RC2 released to partners

August 2018
Opened new London HQ

November 2018
Production service available

June 2019
Sector launch (travel)

March 2020
Sector launch (entertainment)
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Our Team

Meet some of the team
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Mark Arbuckle

Ollie Last

Mark is the Managing Director at
iPassport Ltd. He has lived and
worked in London for the past
20 years, he's been with some
brilliant companies and has seen
the innovation of the iPassport
solutions first hand. Mark joined the
company because of his passion for
complete control over his personal
information.

Ollie is the Head of Research &
Development for iPassport. He
has plenty of experience within
the entertainment sector and has
relationships with partners who
specialise in venues and entry
systems. Ollie has been with the
company for over two years and has
been a valuable asset to the entire
team.

Oliver Buthlay

Joshua Noon

Oliver is the Senior Account
Manager at iPassport and he has
been working in this role for over
a year. He operates as the first
point of contact for our clients
and communicates any of their
needs and demands directly to the
iPassport team. Oliver joined the
company because he believed in the
product.

Joshua is the Head of Sales &
Marketing working across all of the
iPassport solutions. He has over 5
years of freelance experience and
has a practical, hands on approach
to the company and is working hard
to build the best most creative team
around him. Joshua joined iPassport
in the hope to bring his creativity to
life.
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We work
with the
most creative
people.

We use the
most secure
products in 		
our service.

We build
the most
innovative
solutions.
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Our Ethos

The ethos behind
the company
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Paper free 			
Guilt free

Secured online
Protected always

Customer control
Always and forever

At iPassport HQ we've taken
an oath to go paper free. All of
our work is done electronically
and we've eliminated the need
for our employees to have
paper copies unless entirely
neccessary. We want to set an
example for other businesses
because together we can make
a difference.

The company uses online
workstations such as Office
365, which allows for all of our
documents to stay securely
protected at all times. Security
is of the utmost importance to
us and we will only ever use
the best. Because if you use the
best products you can create
the best solutions.

We strive to put the customer
at the forefront of every
solution we offer. With our
Stashd service, control over
data is what we think should be
in the hands of our customers.
Our goal is to make every use
simple, quick and effortless.
Meaning our customers can get
on, doing what they do best.
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Our Key Points
There are many amazing reasons you should choose iPassport. Here are
just a few of them that make us who we are and what we do.

ADAPTABLE
API KIT

PEOPLE
FIRST

INNOVATIVE
TECHNICAL TEAM

CUSTOMER
TRANSPARENCY

COMPLETE
CONTROL

ICAO CERTIFICATES
VERIFIED

BIOMETRIC
ACCESS

PAPER
FREE

MILITARY GRADE
SECURITY
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Information Security

Security is our very
foundation
Certification and Compliance

Operational

We understand the importance of information
security so much so that we have built our
entire company around it. It's at the heart of
every aspect of our operation and everything
that we do. This page provides an outline of the
measures we have taken and continue to take
to ensure the security of the information which
we handle.

Whilst we know the importance of securing the
technology which we use, we acknowledge it is only
as good as the people that use it. So, we decided to
run our organisation a little differently. We maintain
a 100% paper-free operation and have banned all
removable media, including paper and portable
storage devices. All our information resides within
secured datacentres which are access protected
by two-factor authentication. Every member of our
team is CRB checked before joining and receives
vigorous training on internal and industry data
protection standards, including the GDPR. We pride
ourselves on going above and beyond requirements
to maintain operational security standards that
parallel our technical security standards.

Technical
Securing information systems can be a complex
and challenging task. That’s why we’ve
partnered with industry-leading information
security expert Microsoft. Using Microsoft’s
world-class infrastructure, we have established
and maintain the highest levels of security
across our entire enterprise. Every aspect
of our operation utilises Microsoft’s highlysecure infrastructure from our communications
and administrative systems through to our
application services and websites. Building our
enterprise on Microsoft’s certified technologies
enables us the meet the task of maintaining
safe and secure solutions.
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Certification include:
•

SOC 1 Type 2 / SOC 2 Type 2 / SOC 3

•

ISO 20000 22302 27001 27017 27018 9001

•

CSA STAR FISMA

When you can't
see a solution
that solves a
problem, we
make one.
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Our solutions
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Stashd

Cognosco

Stashd is a digital information service
designed to eliminate physical
document using biometric technologies.
The Individuals and Organisations
control what is stored and how long
it is stored for. iPassport only operate
the service, we do not deliver it. We
work with a network of partners that
specialise in delivering the service to
each industry sector, including aviation.
We are also working in the sectors of
retail, hospitality, entertainment, travel
and sport.

Cognosco is an on premise private
service using Facial recognition,
document storage and a web
management tool. It can be custom
branded but powered by Cognosco
and run locally onsite. The Individual
will be able to add a document to the
Cognosco service and will have to
register each time they use the service.
The individual’s details will then be
deleted after 24hrs. The service is
based on CRUD. Create, Read, Update,
Delete.

www.stashd.global

www.ipassport.global
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Our Solutions

Our services have
achieved world
firsts
Our Stashd solution has achieved multiple world
firsts across the aviation sector with more on the
horizons in other sectors.

“We are really pleased to be an early
adopter of this new technology designed
to further enhance the experience for
both our passengers and our airline
customers at Dublin Airport. We are
delighted with the progress of the trial
so far and look forward to extending the
offering to a wider audience, including
those travelling to the U.S. in the coming
months.”

“Dublin and Bristol Airports are changing
the way passengers travel and making
the process easier and more efficient. For
example, it takes less than one second
to capture and process a passenger’s
facial image and eliminates the need to
repeatedly present travel documents. We
see this as another leap forward for our
biometric technology to play a key role in
making the connected aviation ecosystem
a reality.”

Frances O’Brien

Christopher Forrest

Vice President of PMO for DAA for
InternationalAirportReview.com

Collins Aerospace for 			
BristolAirport.co.uk
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Company Address.
iPassport Ltd. Suite 8, Metropolitan House
38 - 40 High Street, Croydon, CR0 1YBP
info@ipassport.global 				
www.ipassport.global

